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VA places 1st in National AACS Competition
FBTA students receive four 1sts, and two 3rds in their very competitive categories
by Jenneth, sophomore

A

pril 9-11 marked the days of impassioned competition from FBTA students in the AACS Fine Arts competition at
Bob Jones University in Greenville, SC. The
results placed VA first in the nation for the
11th year in a row.
Many might imagine National competition
as a terrible frenzy and hectic rushing about
with tattered schedules—like Regionals and
State multiplied by ten. However, it was not
in the least. Since there were fewer perfor-

mances to attend, there was plenty of free
time to explore the BJU campus and see the
college, keeping track of time in order to not
miss the next meal or the chapels and church
services.
For those who’ve never been on campus,
it was a great opportunity to learn about college life. The campus was sprawling and
widespread. To get from the chapel where
the choral group sang to the handbell performance was a good six minute walk in itself!

Insomnia
— April 19

Don’t forget!
How to live like an
insomniac
by Rebecca, sophomore

W

ith April 19 coming up, the two-week
countdown to teen activity Insomnia
has begun. Here’s what to expect: the cost is
$25, and this event will start at 7 p.m. and end
the next day at 6 a.m.
“I think this year will be better than last
year because we are going to do more things
together,” said Ricky, 8th grade.
The night will begin with a common human magnet: pizza. This will be followed by
the events of the night.
This year, there are new additions to the
late-night activities: laser tag on the soccer

Students try to “rest up” for the
upcoming Insomnia event.

photo by Rebecca
Pan, sophomore

field, life-sized angry birds, and giant hamster
balls. All these activities will be at the church.
At 10, there will be a message which will
have the salvation plan — intended to help
visitors come to know Christ and the truth
(remember to bring your friends).
Midnight will bring bowling at the AMF,
rollerblading at 3, and Ihop for breakfast at 5.
What are the highlights of the evening?
“I’m excited for rollerblading,” said Kristina, freshman.

Walkways were shadowed by blossoming
cherry trees (which were the cause of tormenting allergies for some). The weather was a
blissful warmness after this past year’s biting
cold winter and late-arriving spring, and the
entire campus felt like a miniature-sized
Washington D.C. – without the blaring traffic,
crazy criminals, and pompous politicians.
At the end of the week, the contestants and
parents gathered in the large auditorium and
(Continued on page 2)

“Rollerblading, laser tag, and playing
basketball with Marcus,” said Hunter, sophomore.
“Hamster Balls!” said Cheyenne, freshman.
“Chillin’ with my bro,” said Collin, sophomore.
“Saturday sleeping,” said Brian, sophomore.
So how is it possible to stay awake for so
long? Here’s some advice.
“Slap them in the face if they’re about to
fall asleep,” said Veronica, freshman.
“Keep in water and snacks,” said Vanessa,
senior.
“Sugar. Lots of sugar,” said Gabby, 7th
grade.
“Sleep the day before,” said Crystal, sophomore.
Bro. Boyd advises, “Avoid Red Bull and
the energy drinks. Those just put you on a
high before you crash. Stick to the fruit and
carbs instead.”
So get ready to stay wide awake for Insomnia!

How do you get everything done?!

With regional and state ODACS over, what could possibly happen?
by Annie, freshman

D

uring the ODACS season, many students claim they have “Too much on
their plate” or “Not enough time to get everything done (including homework).” While
this is not always completely true, most feel
stressed, stretched to the limit, and fatigued.
“My planner and prayers were my best
friends,” said Hope, freshman, remembering
the stress preventer.
“A lot of caffeinated tea really helped me
when I was at church and a supportive family
and piano teacher,” said Mackenzie, junior.
There are two good things that can help
you with your ODACS “oh no’s” and homework horrors.
Pray and always make time to read your
Bible.

Exercise good time management.
Even though ODACS still has its crazy
moments, it is a very good way to practice
working under pressure and learning to rely
on God.
“Glorifying God was my first priority;
second, to beat all the competition; thirdly,
make my family proud of me,” said Dan,
sophomore, with a smile.
No matter if you feel like you are drowning in the depths of your responsibilities, God
will always give you strength to get the job
done.
“Well, ODACS seemed to be the busiest
year with all the competitions I participated
in, but on the actual ODACS days, things
didn’t seem as stressful like previous years,

because I had a peace that only God could
have given me,” said thankful senior, Bethany.
Remember, students of FBTA, you are not
the only ones staying up late doing homework. The teachers still have to prepare their
lessons and grade homework despite ODACS
too.
Regional and State ODACS is over, and
Nationals is now behind us, but there are end
of the year projects still looming over the
horizon. How will you respond to the pressure? How will God be glorified through you
this ODACS season?

2013

Refuting
evolution

A must-read for combating the evolution theory
by Kyle, senior

D

uring the 3rd quarter, the senior physiology and physics classes were required
to do a summary on the book Refuting Evolution.
Refuting Evolution is a book written by
Jonathan Sarfati, Ph.D. He was born in Australia but moved to New Zealand and there
studied mathematics, geology, physics, and
chemistry at Victoria University. He carries a
Ph.D. in physical chemistry and works for
Answers for Genesis in Australia, a non-profit
ministry.
The book itself is an answer to a proevolution book entitled Teaching about Evolution and the Nature of Science. Every textbook used in secular schools teaches evolution as the basis for existence. Refuting Evolution disproves the theory of evolution by using the science that evolutionists themselves
use to try to prove it.
“I liked how it had quotes from wellrespected evolutionists that contradicted evolution,” said Gabby, senior, affirming the
contradictory view of evolutionists.
“I learned a lot about evolution that I never knew before. It was very eye-opening to
see how much evidence they [evolutionists]
don’t have!” said Camille, senior, enthusiastically.
From missing links to irreducible complexity, this book provides solid scientific
facts to disprove evolution. It covers natural
selection, the large gaps in the fossil record.
An entire chapter is dedicated specifically to
birds. Birds have been specially created by
God. There is no way that certain aspects of
their bodily makeup could have evolved.
Whales are another class of creatures that
could not have possibly evolved given their
complex makeup. These are only two examples of the many given in this book to
strengthen a Christian’s belief in the great
Creator, who made each and every thing specially and specifically.
“The strongest argument against evolution
is the lack of evidence. If evolution is true,
there should be many examples of intermediate life forms within the fossil record. However, there is no evidence of any intermediate
life forms. I learned that the evolutionists
continue to believe evolution because they
simply cannot accept the other alternative,
that God created everything,” said Joshua,
senior, when asked about the book.
This is one book that you do not want to
miss out on reading.
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From
Facebook to
Instagram

It’s been amazing being in art. You really
know how to keep a fun art class, and I especially enjoy the cookies! I’m glad that I got
this year here. It was fun doing the graph and
making such a large picture. I love the environment you have in art, and the way that
everything is orderly at the same time.
You’ve obviously put a lot into this ministry,
and I think it’s thoroughly epic.”
— Crystal, sophomore

Many are now turning
to Instagram rather than
Facebook
by Sarah, junior

“Thank you so much for everything you
do; I will never forget you. Thank you for
inspiring endurance and your sweet spirit. I
will miss you a lot when you’re gone, but you
will live on in your students’ work.”
— Annie, freshman

Beloved art teacher retiring after
20+ years of volunteering at FBTA

@sarahelisa_beth, @fbtaballer10, @hopeyzak16,
@deanna3d. These are just some of the
usernames that people use on Instagram.
Not only is there Facebook and Twitter,
but now there is Instagram. Many people are
now turning to Instagram as one of the major
social networks. Instagram allows you to post
pictures and comment on them. It is a great
tool to show others fun memories you have
made.
People are turning to Instagram for different reasons. Mainly, it is easier than Facebook. You can put up a picture in seconds.
Another reason is that it is becoming popular
very quickly. So many people now have an
Instagram account.
“I check Instagram when I get home after
school and also if I am very bored at night,”
said Madison, sophomore.
“I check my Instagram every night before I
go to bed,” said Gabby, 8th grade.
“I check Instagram practically all the
time,” said Hannah, junior.
As our technology is getting more and
more advanced, we are turning to these social
networks to keep up with people and to be
entertained. Go check your Instagram and see
for yourself why many people love it!

Enjoying Mrs. Lewis’s last year
brings out how much we really care
by Victoria, freshman

“Everyone is a winner.” “Support each
other and lean on the Holy Spirit.”
“Absolutely no negative talk about anyone,
including yourself.”
These are the art-room mottos set by Mrs.
Lewis. Mrs. Lewis has been working with the
art students for ODACS since FBTA was on
Braddock Road! Our art teacher chose to use
her amazing talent as a ministry; as a result,
we have reaped the benefits ever since.
Whether snacking, painting, or talking about
the latest crisis, Mrs. Lewis teaches her students to have fun and serve God no matter
what. The art students would like to thank
Mrs. Lewis for all the blessings she has bestowed (and all the blue ribbons!) from this
wonderful last year!
“Dear Mrs. Lewis,
Thank you for helping me learn art this
year. I really appreciated it. You’re an awesome art teacher! I will miss you next year.”
— Pearl, fourth grade
Thank you for all you have done this year.
Thank you for all your time and effort to do
art. You are a wonderful art teacher.”
— Selina, fourth grade

Thank you for being my art teacher. Art is
my favorite subject! The cookies and snacks
were so good. You are the best art teacher
ever!”
— Ashley, fourth grade
“Thank you, Mrs. Lewis, so much! This
year in art was so much fun, and I’m so glad I
was able to learn even more. I will miss you
so much when you move. You are an amazing art teacher!”
— Madison, sophomore
“Thank you, Mrs. Lewis, for everything.
I’ve really grown as an artist. You’ve taught
me a lot this year, and I thank you.”
— Nikoli, senior
Thank you so much for being such an
amazing art teacher. You’ve taught me so
much over the course of seven years. We will
never forget you and will try our best to carry
on the art legacy as best as we can! Thanks
for everything!”
— Jenneth, sophomore
Thank you for being a fabulous art teacher, and thank you for helping me with my
project.
— Veronica, freshman

The Patriot Press
is a student-run newspaper of
Fairfax Baptist Temple Academy
6401 Missionary Lane
Fairfax Station, VA 22039

Stress: A Deadly Killer
Too much stress leads to weakening bodies

703-323-8100 • FBTministries.org

by Emmie, senior

Mrs. Dyck , Advisor

S

tress can be defined as a reaction to a
stimulus that disturbs our mental or
physical equilibrium. Basically, stress is an
ever present factor in everyone’s lives. It is
how one deals with the stress that is the problem.
The human body is constantly undergoing
situations that can become stressful. When
one is stressed their body releases a “fight or
flight” response, which causes hormones like
adrenaline to be released. Some of this can be
good, causing the body to become more alert
but too much can be damaging.
In order to avoid putting too much stress
on our bodies, we need to get to the root of
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the problem. What is it that is causing you to
get so stressed that it makes you sick? Not
trusting enough in God? Trying to do everything on your own?
John 14:27 says, “Peace I leave with you,
my peace I give unto you: not as the world
giveth, give I unto you. Let not your heart be
troubled, neither let it be afraid.”
God daily grants us His peace to counteract everything set before us. We just have to
learn to trust in Him. So while the world may
tell you that you have too much to handle,
remember that it is God who is holding us in
His hands and that through Him we will be
able to accomplish any task set before us.
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“You are appreciated more than you
know. You bring us snacks and give of your
time to guide us. Plus you’re a volunteer! You
give freely, and you love us. I would never
have made such art without you!”
— Gabby, 7th grade
I know I was technically only in art for
one year, but for the time I was, every moment was either fun, awing, or inspiring. The
work you do is so much more than just a volunteer job. It is a ministry, and you love what
you do and with whom you do it! I think you
will be leaving behind more spectacular pieces than the canvases and watercolor paper: the
minds and hearts of your students. You have
captured our admiration, our utmost respect,
and our love. You have given so much. I’d
like to think that the time you spent here was
well worth it, and because of it, there will be
many sparkling jewels in your beautifullymastered crown. From the bottom of our
hearts, thank you.”
— Victoria, freshman
Good luck, Mrs. Lewis! You will be sorely missed. Thank you so very much for all
you have put into this student body!

VA places 1st in National
AACS Competition
Continued from page 1

awaited for the results. As names were called,
the students approached the platform to receive their awards. In between categories, the
audience was treated to some of the top performances of the week.
Excitement built as the categories ticked
off one by one. FBTA students received several first place awards: Hannah, junior, for
her watercolor painting; Jenneth, sophomore,
for her polychromatic drawing; Camille, senior, for her science project; and finally, Dan,
sophomore, for expository preaching. The
students from FBTA went ballistic when
Dan’s name was called for first place in his
category, as this made him only the third
student in all of FBTA history to take a first
in preaching at Nationals. The first two were
Pastor Kenny Baldwin (Austin’s coach) and
Nate Calvert.
The choral group placed third for their
songs, In the Beginning (Gatwood) and Prayer of the Children (Bestor); and Annie, freshman, placed third for her beautiful oil painting.
The final results gave VA first place in the
nation for the 11th year in a row. Congratulations, VA and FBTA!
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“Are you
trackin’?”

The varsity girls’
soccer team gains
new assistant coaches
by Hannah Zakaria, junior

P

Hush heart vs. hush hat
The competition that keeps everyone quiet
by Sarah, junior

F

ebruary 14, 2013 and March 17, 2013!
What do these two dates mean to the
student body at Fairfax Baptist Temple Academy?
Every year the students have a “Hush
Heart day” on Valentine’s Day where each
class representative makes and decorates a
heart for all the girls in the class to wear
around their neck for the whole day. The object of the game is to keep your heart the
whole day, but if a guy talks to the girl and
the girl talks back, then the girl must give her
heart to the guy. If the girl keeps her heart the
whole day or ends up earning it back, she can
turn her heart in to the Academy President,
Elisha, at the end of the day to receive a
homework pass from the administration.
Some think this day is fun, while others
think it can get annoying, and some just don’t
care.
“I think it is really annoying when people
keep bothering you just to get your heart,”
said Kristina, freshman.

“It was just another normal day to me,”
said Cheyenne, freshman.
Hush Hat day is the same Hush Heart day
except the guys wear a hat around their neck
and the girls have to try to steal the guy’s hat.
There are many disagreements on these
days and to help relieve the stress put on the
teachers to solve them, the student body president, Elisha, is in charge of all the arguments. Whenever someone has a complaint,
they are told to go to him to get it solved, and
whatever he says goes.
“There were fewer complaints regarding
the hats for hush hat day than there were for
Hush Heart day,” said Elisha, junior.
It is always interesting to see who ends up
with the most hats! Many get one or two, but
a few get as many as three hats!!
“I was able to get three hats on hush hat
day just by saying hi and thank you to them,”
said Gabby, 8th grade.
The students look forward to these two
days every year, and each year brings many
more fun memories!

assing Drills. Indian Sprints. Suicides. It
is that time of year again.
The varsity girls’ soccer season kicked off
on March 11, but with a new addition. Tim
and Julia Haskell have agreed to aid Mr.
Fender in coaching the varsity girls soccer
team this year.
Growing up, Mr. Haskell played soccer
for many leagues, including high school,
Bethany Christian School in Troy, MI. He
graduated in 2009 as team captain of his varsity soccer team.

Tim and his wife Julia pose at a game.

Pop goes the palette! What’s hip & haute for spring
by Camille, senior

T

he colorful pop and sizzle of spring is in
the air! Spring is just around the corner
when it comes to the new 2013 fashion trends.
The big question is: what will emerge on
the racks as sweaters and winter coats are
shelved? For the 4-1-1 on spring fashions and
the latest trends, keep reading.
Basically, think black and white, checkerboard patterns and some masculine looks for
women. But the flip side antidote of bright
colors will be sure to perk up your mood!
However, fret not floral fans; there will
still be some flowers and ruffles to bring out
the jet-setter in all of us. There will even be
some leather -- yes, leather! -- as spring’s goto fabric. We will also see some featherweight
light chiffons and silks.

As for the color palette, designers have
declared emerald green the color of the year.
So stock up on green as if it is St. Patty's day!
And judging by the runways, bright coral
seems to be right up there with emerald as
the other hottest color for Spring 2013.
Bomber jackets in all colors will be seen
on women. Just throw a bomber jacket over
your top and you are suddenly a fashion
statement.
"Normally, I don't like retro jackets, but
this season I'm starting to love both looks.
And I also love the colors emerald and coral," said Carlie, 8th grade.
For tops, make friends with a crisp white
over-sized shirt this season and you won't be
sorry. These are really big and go with just
about everything.

"I just can't wait for over-sized white
shirts! They are both cute and classy!" said
Hope, fashionista of the 9th grade.
Patterned pants continue to be seen with
the floral jeans look. They were a big trend in
2012, and printed pants will continue to dominate the fashion scene.
"I just love floral jeans and also the colors
emerald and coral," said Sarah, 6th grade.
Forget small ruffles; spring is all about the
big frill statement. Girly, dresses abound!
Water-colors on silk and satin will be seen
everywhere.
Continue to let your feminine side shine
with the lady-like handbags that are also very
popular. And, at the end of a long day, your
feet will be thankful for the new style of low-

Following his graduation, Mr. Haskell
joined the Coast Guard, and, since then, has
been stationed in Cape May, New Jersey, and
currently in the Washington D.C. area.
While serving in the Coast Guard, Mr.
Haskell was picked up to coach the Ann Arbor Football Club in the men’s premier
league (U23) because of his leadership skills,
communication abilities, and his teaching
methods. This is quite a feat—considering
that he was picked over first-string Division 1
NCAA players.
Mrs. Julia Haskell’s background was in
swimming. With her tremendous athletic
abilities and her broad knowledge of cardio,
she is an additional asset to the coaching staff.
As the season got underway, Mr. Haskell
said, “They have great potential, and they are
willing to work hard. Hopefully, their endurance will pay off in the end.”
Some of Mr. Haskell’s plans for the season are to raise the cardio levels of all his
players, improve on ball control, and learn a
field formula that will aid the offense and the
defense.
Already, Mr. Haskell has instilled in all
his players the idea that “when you are not in
control, you are in recovery; when you are not
in recovery, you are in control.”
When asked about Mr. Haskell, Diana, 8th
grade, said, “I love him as a coach. In practice, he pushes us beyond what we think we
can do. In the end, I know that it will help us
because it will make us all push harder in the
game.”
“He is a really great coach so far,” said
Susannah, sophomore, “Every practice he
teaches us new things about the game of soccer.”
One humorous aspect of Mr. Haskell is
that to make sure his players have comprehended what he has just said, he will habitually ask them, “Are you trackin’?”
The varsity girls are excited about the new
additions to the coaching staff and are prepared to work hard this season, so come on
out and cheer for YOUR LADY PATRIOTS!

heeled pointy shoes to match your ladylike
bag.
Metallics will shine. Bronze, silver, gold
and burnished metal in outfits, accessories
and even a little touch in eye shadows and
lipsticks will be a fashion favorite.
"I love metallics, especially in accessories," said Hope, 9th grade.
Geometric pattern trends continue, and
we will see more big, bold patterns a la 60s;
especially in black and white. For those of
you who can remember, think "mod!"
All in all, the fashions for the spring of
2013 include a little bit of something for everyone! There is so much from which to
choose that it will be hard to pick. But at least
we know that any way you choose it, these
exciting fashions make for a one-way ticket
to spring chic.

Mind Challenger
Try to figure out the riddle

How to prepare for the
ODACS spelling bee

This preparation is not your ordinary category
by David, freshman

Y

ou may ask, “How do you prepare for
spelling bee?” The key to preparedness
is time management.
The speller chosen to represent his school
is given study words and challenge words
from different languages that vary from
Greek to Asian. A very helpful thing to do is
to look at the pronunciation of the more difficult words. Also, the pamphlet contains all
the words and has very helpful spelling tips.

The most important thing to help a speller
prepare is to just look at the words and read
them out loud every day.
“You need to go over your words multiple
times and get quizzed over them,” said Jessica, 7th grade.
Spelling is very vital to our everyday life.
It would be difficult to try to talk to somebody without the correct spelling of the
words. Spelling is a fun category to compete
in at ODACS.

by Reagan, junior

“I’m just not sure how he did it,” said the
man. “My eyes were completely covered. I
couldn’t see a thing!”
“He simply must have gotten past you,”
said the detective. “I mean, it was a large
room and had thick carpet, right? Tell me the
story again.”
“Okay, fine. So my old acquaintance
from the club and I decided to play a round
of golf, like in the old days, and afterward we
went over to his place for something to drink,
and then he made this bet. He bet me a hundred dollars that he could put ice cubes in a
glass, and then lock it in a safe.”
“It sounds fine so far,” replied the detective, squinting heavily.
“Yeah, but after he locked it up, he was
supposed to blindfold me, then leave the
room and lock the door with the lights off.

The catch was he had one hour to sneak back
into the room, open the safe, and replace the
ice cubes with ginger ale and sneak back out
– all without my having heard him!”
“So apparently he won the bet, and you’re
mad about it?” inquired the detective.
“He won, but I’m sure he cheated!”
fumed the man.
“Like I said before, maybe he was just too
good for you,” said the detective.
“No, he was not! I may be retired, but I
can still hear as well as if I were twenty-two!”
“Mm-hmm. Tell me, before you were
blindfolded, were you able to actually see the
ice cubes?”
“Uh, well, no sir, but I heard them fall into
the glass,” said the man. “Why do you ask?”
“Well,” said the detective mysteriously, “I
think all the evidence you need should be in
those ‘ice cubes.’”

Senior High

O DAC S R e s u l t s
Junior High

Elementary
Bible
Participant
Bible Quizzing ................................FBTA Team
Old Testament Knowledge ...........Jordan
Bible Memory .................................Hart
Bible Teaching ...............................Ashley
Expository Preaching ....................Sam
Evangelistic Preaching ..................Holden
Topical Preaching ..........................J. T.
Bible Sword Drill.............................Esther
Music
Female Vocal Solo ........................Julia
Male Vocal Solo .............................Jay
Small Vocal Ensemble ..................FBTA
Choral Group..................................FBTA
Instrumental Brass Solo ................Caleb
Instrumental Woodwind Solo ........Selena
Instrumental String Solo ................Esther
Instrumental Percussion Solo .......Haston
Small Instrumental Ensemble .......FBTA
Sacred Piano Solo .........................Andrew
Classical Piano Solo ......................Ashley
Youth Choir ....................................FBTA

Regional
1st
3rd
2nd
1st
1st
3rd
2nd
2nd

3rd
2nd
1st
1st
2nd
3rd
2nd
3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd
1st

Speech
Dramatic Interpretation ..................Julie
Oral Interpretation of Poetry..........Chloe
Religious Reading..........................Ashley
Declamation ...................................Sam
Humorous Interpretation ...............Hart

3rd
2nd
1st
1st
2nd

Art
Calligraphy .....................................Daniel
Monochromatic Drawing ...............Selena
Polychromatic Drawing .................Ashley
Watercolor ......................................Pearl
Oil/Acrylic Painting .........................Haston
Sculpture ........................................Caleb
Textiles ...........................................Garrett
Craft ................................................Chloe
Still Life Photography.....................Caleb
People & Animal Photography .....Andrew
Digital Media...................................Connor
Poster .............................................Joshua

2nd
1st
1st
1st
1st
3rd
1st
2nd
1st
1st
2nd
1st

Academics
English ............................................Jordan
Mathematics ...................................Connor
Creative Writing - Poetry ...............J. T.
Creative Writing - Short Story .......Joshua
Science Fair/Biological .................Sydney
Science Fair/Physical ....................Caleb

3rd
2nd
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd

Gone in a Flash
All the hard work that goes
into the word ODACS!
by Kelsi Rae, junior

A
“

nd second place goes to . . . Fairfax!!!!”
Excitement, stress, and nervousness might be some or all of the emotions you might have experienced
during ODACS season! Though
ODACS can be all of the emotions
above, it also can help us in the future.
Whether you’re planning on becoming

Bible
Participant
Bible Quizzing................................ FBTA
Old Testament Knowledge ........... Amelia
New Testament Knowledge ......... Leah
Bible Memory ................................ Haven
Bible Teaching............................... Diana
Expository Preaching .................... Ricky
Evangelistic Preaching ................. David
Topical Preaching ......................... Enoch
Bible Sword Drill ............................ Carlie

Regional/State
1st 1st
3rd
1st
1st 1st
2nd
1st 1st
2nd
2nd
1st 1st

Music
Female Vocal Solo ........................ Alexis
Male Vocal Solo ............................ Riley
Small Vocal Ensemble.................. FBTA
Choral Group ................................. FBTA
Instrumental Brass Solo ............... Joshua
Instrumental Woodwind Solo ....... Annie
Instrumental String Solo ............... Hope
Instrumental Percussion Solo ...... Kristina
Small Instrumental Ensemble ...... FBTA
Sacred Piano Solo ........................ Carlie
Classical Piano Solo ..................... Haven
All School Band/Orchestra ........... FBTA
Youth Choir.................................... FBTA

1st
1st
1st
2nd
2nd
1st
2nd
1st
1st
2nd
1st
1st
1st

Speech
Debate............................................ Amelia/Ricky
Dramatic Interpretation ................. Mackenzie
Oral Interpretation of Poetry ......... Gabby
Religious Reading ......................... Veronica
Declamation................................... Leah
Humorous Interpretation ............... Hope
Duet Acting .................................... Jessica/Diana
Original Persuasive Oratory ......... Victoria
Oral Interpretation of Scripture ..... Matthew

1st 2nd
3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd
1st
1st
3rd
1st 2nd

Art
Calligraphy ..................................... Mackenzie
Monochromatic Drawing............... Leah
Polychromatic Drawing ................. Veronica
Watercolor ..................................... Gabby
Oil/Acrylic Painting ........................ Victoria
Sculpture .........................................Diana
Textiles ........................................... Alexis
Crafts .............................................. Gabby
Still Life Photography .................... Alyssa
Landscps & Arch Photography .... Joshua
People & Animals Photography ... Bay
Digital Media .................................. Jason
Poster ............................................. Carlie

2nd
2nd
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
2nd
3rd
2nd
3rd
2nd
2nd

Academics
English ........................................... Gabby
Mathematics .................................. Nathan
Science .......................................... Victoria
History/Geography ........................ Ricky
Creative Writing - Poetry............... Annie
Creative Writing—Short Story ...... Haven
Science Fair/Biological ................ Amelia
Science Fair/Physical.................... Kristina

a Sunday school teacher or lawyer, it
can help you learn how to conduct
yourself in an orderly fashion in front
of people. It can greatly benefit you
in the workplace.
Also, “I guess it gives us a good
sense of responsibility that we have
to try hard on our pieces,” said Elisha, junior.

3rd
3rd
2nd
1st
3rd
3rd
1st

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

3rd
1st 2nd
1st 3rd
1st
3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd

Whether this time is stressful for
you or not we can all follow Hannah’s
advice on stress, “I have found that the
only way to handle the ODACS stress
level is to completely and entirely rely
on the Lord Jesus for my physical,
mental, and spiritual strength.”

Students stay busy
O

DACS season always proves
itself to be very busy with preparation and performances, and this year
was no exception.
Regional ODACS took place on
March 14 and 15, and the following
week on March 22 the students travelled to Richmond to participate in
state competition.

Unlike years past,
students had to compete in several
different categories to account for the
fewer number of students in the junior high and high school.
“It seemed like a lot more homework along with ODACS this year
which made it a lot more busy,” said
Kyle, senior. “A lot more after
school practices helped get us ready
for competition.”

Reg/State/Nat
2nd
1st 3rd
1st 3rd
2nd
3rd
1st 1st 1st
1st 2nd
1st 1st

Music
Female Vocal Solo ........................Madison
Male Vocal Solo .............................Collin
Small Vocal Ensemble ..................FBTA
Large Vocal Ensemble ..................FBTA
Choral Group* ..............................FBTA
Instrumental Brass Solo ................Kyle
Instrumental Woodwind Solo ........Vanessa
Instrumental String Solo ................Bethany
Instrumental Percussion Solo .......Lily
Small Instrumental Ensemble .......FBTA
Large Instrumental Ensemble.......FBTA
Orchestra/Band..............................FBTA
Sacred Piano Solo .........................Hannah
Classical Piano Solo......................Mackenzie
Handbell Ensemble .......................FBTA
Handbell Choir** ..........................FBTA
Sacred Piano Duet ........................ Kaitlyn/Kelsi
Classical Piano Duet ..................... Mackenzie/Hannah
Youth Choir ....................................FBTA

2nd
2nd
1st
2nd
1st
2nd
1st
1st
2nd
1st
2nd
2nd
1st
2nd
2nd
1st
3rd
2nd
1st

Speech
Debate ............................................ Rebecca/Crystal
Dramatic Interpretation ..................Gabby
Oral Interpretation of Poetry..........Hannah
Religious Reading .........................Bethany
Declamation ...................................Lily
Humorous Interpretation ...............Susannah
Duet Acting..................................... Christina/Kelsi
Original Persuasive Oratory..........Jenneth
Extemporaneous Speaking ..........Katelyn
Oral Interpretation of Scripture .....Kyle
Readers’ Theatre*** .....................FBTA
Choric Speaking ............................FBTA

3rd
3rd
2nd
2nd
1st 1st
3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
1st 1st
2nd

Art
Calligraphy .....................................Bethany
Monochromatic Drawing ...............Crystal
Polychromatic Drawing ................. Jenneth
Watercolor ......................................Hannah
Oil Painting .....................................Annie
Acrylic Painting ..............................Madison
Sculpture ........................................Keila
Textiles ...........................................Vanessa
Crafts ..............................................Millie
Printmaking ....................................Emmie
Still Life Photography.....................Hunter
Landscps & Arch Photography .....Kyle
People/Animal Photography .........Collin
Digital Media ..................................Jenneth
Woodworking .................................Chris
Mixed Media...................................Nikoli

2nd
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
2nd
2nd
1st
3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
1st

Academics
English ............................................Sarah
Algebra/Geometry .........................Christy
Advanced Mathematics.................Keila
Biology ............................................Corynne
Chemistry .......................................Gabby
Physics ...........................................Kyle
World History/Geography..............Dan
US History/Geography ..................Reagan
Creative Writing - Poetry ...............Collin
Expository Writing: Essay .............Bethany
Spelling ...........................................David
Accounting......................................Katelyn
Home Economics ..........................Emmie
Political Science/Economics .........Elisha
Music Theory .................................Mackenzie
Spanish...........................................Vanessa
Science Fair - Biological ................Rebecca
Science Fair - Physical ..................Camille

3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
2nd
3rd
3rd
2nd
3rd
1st
1st
3rd
1st
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd
1st

2nd
1st 3rd
1st
2nd
2nd
1st
1st

1st
1st 1st
1st 1st
1st 3rd
1st
3rd
1st

1st

1st
2nd
1st

1st 1st

All first place winners at State (in bold) traveled to National
Competition at Bob Jones University the week of April 9-12.
___________________________________________

Everyone gets involved in ODACS
by Bethany, senior

Bible
Participant
Bible Quizzing ................................FBTA
Old Testament Knowledge ...........Hannah
New Testament Knowledge..........Lily
Bible Memory .................................Nathan
Bible Teaching ...............................Mackenzie
Expository Preaching ....................Dan
Evangelistic Preaching ..................Timothy
Topical Preaching ..........................Reagan

Many long practices and hard work turn
into first place at state competition.

With the extra personal involvement came extra strength and grace
that only the Lord could provide.
The Lord richly blessed the students' hard work, and 18 different categories from FBTA represented the
state of Virginia at national competition.

*Choral Group: David, Nathan, Timmy, Madison, Rebecca, Katelyn,
Mackenzie, Corynne, Christy, Sarah, Elisha, Reagan, Kelsi, Hannah,
Vanessa, Camille, Collin, Nikoli, Emmie, Bethany, Gabby, Kyle
**Handbell Choir: Lily, Timmy, Madison, Katelyn, Mackenzie, Christy,
Sarah, Kelsi, Vanessa, Camille, Bethany
***Readers’ Theatre: David, Timmy, Mackenzie, Hannah, Bethany,
Kyle

